I. INTRODUCTION The simplest shell model configuration for the odd-odd nucleus V is (mf, &, ) '(vf, &, ) '. Within this configuration the electromagnetic matrix elements obey simple selection rules and are rather independent of the assumed residual two-body interaction. ' For example, the calculated g factors for all levels are the same, g= -, ' (g~+g"). How The "V excited states were studied using singles y-ray spectra from the S ( «nc)«o% reaction. This reaction populates most strongly the series of yrast levels consisting of the lowest state of each spin and parity. The y rays originating from "V were identified with a neutron-y [Ge(Li)] coincidence experiment. In addition to "V, levels in «'Ti were also strongly populated by the "Sc(o. , p)-'Ti reaction; the plunger lifetime results for 'Ti have been reported previously. '
The decay scheme for 4'V based on previous experiments is shown in Fig. 1 . Of most importance for the low-lying levels are the results of Samuelson et al. «5 using "Ti(p, n) and «"Ti(n, pn); Huber et al. ' using "Ca("B, 2p) and "Ca("C, 3pn); and Haas and Taras' using "S ("O, pn lifetime limit was obtained for the 745-keV level from the weak 437-keV y branch. The lifetimes of these two levels would be measurable by the recoil distance method (RDM) using a heavy ion reaction to achieve a larger recoil velocity.
keV
The lifetime of the 1099-keV level was measured using the 1099-keV decay y ray to the ground state. Fig. 2. to show the separate contribution from the short and long lifetime components.
Parity assignments
The transition strengths from the present measurements can be used to obtain the parities of a number of levels whose spins have been determined previously. The observed transitions in 'V can be classified into two main bands (see Fig.  1 ), those which decay through the 519-keV 1 level shown on the right in Fig. 1 suit of this symmetry property the electromagnetic matrix elements are proportional to either the sum or the difference of the effective proton and neutron operators. These properties are summarized in Table IV . In the case m =n the signature change is simply the change in isospin (-1)~r and the selection rules are the well known isospin selection rules.
In the present case of interest where m = -n, the change from particle to hole can be obtained Fig. 1 11, 1310 11, , 1082 11, , 2188 11, , 1261 11, , 2402 0, 611, 1586, 1491, 2817, 1511, 3237 , and 618 keV.
The calculated and experimental energy levels are compared in Fig. 7 
